
CASE STUDY
PSVDA Cost Estimation Tool for iCare Group built using 
i-exceed’s Appzillon

ICare’s Requirement
ICare wanted an online web application to conduct 
Class 4 capital cost estimates of, central crude processing 
facilities, processing units, condominium units and lng 
plants. The app would need to follow an estimation 
methodology with fixed assumptions and multiple 
variable factors to generate costs.

The solution was expected to possess:

1. Ability to seamless work with existing backend systems
2. Generate a cost estimate
3. Ability to fix non-fluctuating costs
4. Generate charts and reports 

i-exceed’s Solution
PSVDA Cost Estimation Tool was built by i-exceed’s 
offshore development team in a very short time frame 
using agile methodology. Upgrades with additional 
functionality were deployed every week, feedback was 
taken after every iteration, and changes were 
implemented in the very next release. 

The salient features of the PSVDA Cost Estimation Tool are:
1. Ability to seamless work with existing backend systems
2. Generate a cost estimate
3. Ability to fix non-fluctuating costs
4. Generate charts and reports

About ICare Group
ICARE Group supplies comprehen-
sive project development, advisory, 
epc, pmc and procurement services 
to the power and oil & gas sectors 
world-wide. ICARE Group offers 
project development, procurement 
and engineering services globally 
through tICARE Energy, ICARE 
Procurement and ICARE Engineering.

The Group has extensive experience 
in engineering services, energy 
project development and control, 
EPC, PMC capabilities, procurement 
and strategic sourcing.  The group 
services clients globally with people 
present in Europe, Middle East, 
South America and Far East.
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Clients
Generate estimate across multiple regions 
getting the precise capital costs.

Result
Business benefits:

About i-exceed:
i-exceed is a technology products and services company. We currently operate across two major business 
lines, viz. products (Appzillon) and services (BFSI consulting services, Mobile Consulting Services Perfor-
mance Management and Oil & Gas Technology Services).

Appzillon, our flagship product, is a feature rich, agile and flexible cross-platform suite to build apps for 
smartphones, tablets and browsers. Its robust and secure hybrid architecture facilitates a unified mobility 
strategy.
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View Information in language of choice

Saves time as cost estimation is done without 
any need of collating fixed expenses.

ICare Group
Reduces error made when using excel sheet or 
any other estimation tool

Generates accurate data as fixed costs are 
innate

Reduced operating time leading to better 
profitability, efficiency, and competitive 
differentiation.
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